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This report presents a summary of highlights from those conversations, including 

insights, first-hand inputs, observations, and key takeaways.   

On the afternoon of February 24, a select cohort of HR and L&OD heads and 

executives from across industries and geographies came together for a virtual 

dialogue on the factors that have and will shape the future of L&OD. The RoundTable 

was anchored by Vinay Kumar, Director of C2C-OD.  

Chronicling close to a year since the COVID-19 pandemic changed the way we all 

worked, possibly forever, C2C Organizational Development's first virtual RoundTable 

presented a well-timed opportunity to look back at how the Learning & 

Organizational Development landscape has transformed over this time, and, more 

importantly, to peer into its further evolution and where it is headed. 

INTRODUCTION



WHERE ARE WE GOING?

Find the balance between old and new, coexisting. Change 
mindsets and approach. Prioritize, digitize, humanize and 
socialize. And find your greater purpose. What we are 
hearing from industry leaders, on how organizations can 
overcome and navigate beyond the current crisis of 
uncertainty and ambiguity 

Find the balance between old and new. Invest in your leadership. Build competencies in your first-line managers, to make sure your vision and 
strategy is achieved. 
-Shalini Nair, Head-People and Culture, Facilities and Communications & Branding, Amadeus Labs India 

In the new normal, we will have to strike the balance of a hybrid workforce. Everything has to coexist in the future. 
 -Srikanth ND, Advisory Leader, Grant Thornton LLP

A greater purpose is more powerful than any crisis. It is so important for organizations and their leaders right now to hold true and hold firm on 
the greater purpose. And that's what really vision is about. Vision is about why we exist. It's not about the outcome. We need to stay focused 
and, probably now more than ever, talk about the greater purpose with our teams to keep them focused and keep them feeling safe…   
-Paul Dupuis, MD & CEO, Randstad India   

We were standing on one side of a massive river of uncertainty 
and hardship…we're now seeing the other side of the river.  
-Christine LaGarde, President ECB

There are four welcome trends emerging from those 
succeeding in facilitating effective organizational learning 
during lockdown: Prioritize, digitize, socialize and humanize!  
-Andy Lancaster, Head of Learning, CIPD 

It's time for HR 3.0. We have to change our mindsets and 
change our focus to be more customer-centric. We have to be more agile and we have to truly embrace technology as a way of life.
-Sudeep Ralhan, Vice-President-People, Walmart Global Tech India 



L&OD: WHAT HAS CHANGED?   

With needs evolving constantly, agile, quick learning 
solutions are emerging as the norm. Organizations are also 
seeing a clear demand for individual coaching in senior 
leadership. While the 'what' and 'how' of learning are 
evolving, the 'why' or the need for L&OD remains as vital as 
ever to businesses. 

We have got to manage expectations equally. The knowledge we need to give to our workers is still very vital and has not 
changed. We have also got to invest in our leadership more than ever now because if the leaders can't lead their 
managers, we are not going to go very far as a business.

The leadership is largely looking for instant learning solutions. It's all about how quickly and how easily we can get the 
solutions we need right now. Also, there is a big shift in terms of a clear demand for individual, one-on-one coaching, 
instead of mass solutions, particularly in the senior leadership.

The value of time and engagement has become so 
much more now, and also, the value of how to 
socialize and humanize which will always be at the core of L&OD.

Agile learning has become the norm. Earlier, we would 
design the curriculum for the whole year. Now, the 
requirements are constantly shifting so we have to 
regularly customize the learning needs. 



KEY CHALLENGES IN TALENT DEVELOPMENT  

Summary of participants' responses to the question 'What 

are the most significant challenges in talent development 

right now?' during the breakout room segment 

Higher demand for soft skills: Learning needs are quickly veering towards an increased focus on 
soft skills, over the more technical ones. The need to equip people with skills such as 
communication, emotional intelligence, networking, team building and management, business 
storytelling and strategic thinking, is emerging as pertinent to help organizations and teams 
navigate the new ways of working today.  

Need to humanize digital learning: Are our virtual learning solutions experiential, engaging and 
immersive enough for the learners, in the face of a growing digital fatigue? With increased focus 
on mental health and employee wellbeing, the need to find the balance between learner-centric 
content and maintaining the relevance for busines outcomes has become crucial.         

Availability of time and resources for learning: With businesses planning short-term, L&D teams are facing the challenge of exploring deeper 
interventions in shorter amounts of time. In the fast-paced, ever-evolving landscape, finding the right time and the resources for learning 
interventions were other challenges highlighted.    

Increased demand for quick learning solutions: With learning 
practically going 100% virtual and needs changing constantly, 
L&D teams are seeing an increased need for quick learning 
solutions that can reach larger audiences in short periods of 
time. On-demand videos and shorter learning modules are the 
need of the hour. Increased use of technology for teams like 
sales, in the absence of face-to-face interactions, was also 
emerging as a trend. 

Ÿ Growing usage of LXPs (Learning 

Experience Platforms) 

Ÿ Learning that caters multigenerational 

learner needs

OTHER TRENDS IN L&OD

Ÿ Focus on micro-learning and cognitive 

learning needs 

Ÿ Focus on Assessment and 

Development Centers



LEARNING DURING A PANDEMIC: SOME STATS

Source: Training Industry report



LEARNING DURING A PANDEMIC: SOME STATS

Percentage of total training time, distributed workforce spent on tech-enabled L&D activities

Source: Upside LMS



FUTURE OF L&OD: LEARN, UNLEARN AND RELEARN 

New collaboration and engagement technologies: There are a lot of new collaboration and engagement 

technologies that are emerging today, with organizations beginning to talk about, and even invest in, AR 

(augmented reality) and VR (virtual reality) learning experiences. A challenge here is that the talent for AR-VR user 

experience design does falls short of the demand at the moment. 

Matching content mediums to platforms: Should everything go virtual, or are there things that have an 

alternative? 

Facilitated sessions are here to stay: While the value of a facilitator who moderates a conversation has always 

been there in classroom sessions, it is here to stay in the virtual environment too now. 

Hybrid learning: The future of L&OD unarguably features a lot more of hybrid learning – a mix of face-to-face and 

online learning formats. Some of us are now moving to a 'hybrid multi-hub learning' with some learners logging in 

from different remote locations and others logging in from the same location. Travel budgets, as they were before, 

are not going to come back anytime soon.   

Moderate between changing needs: Number of hours, tech security, perceptions, budget constraints and others 



Anchored by  Director C2C-ODVINAY KUMAR,

Allstate Insurance Company  |  Atos  |  Attra 

Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd (The Times of India Group)

Black & Veatch Pvt. Ltd.  |  Blue Star Limited  |  CEAT  |  Cipla  |  Croda

Delphi TVS Technologies  |  Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverages Pvt. Ltd. (HCCB)

HSBC  |  IIFL Finance Ltd.  |  Innovatia  |  Manipal Group  |  Oracle

RGA  |  Syntel  |  Tata AIG  |  TBZ Ltd.   |  Tech Mahindra

The Tata Power Company Limited  |  Thomas Cook  |  Turning Tides Associates

Organizations represented at the RoundTable:  



C2C Organizational Development is an L&OD consulting firm 

that believes in bringing people and strategy together.  We believe 

that people are at the core of an organization's success and we create 

better ways for organizations to transform. Our solutions are highly 

contextualized for client needs, designed to achieve clear, 

aligned business impact. Facilitation and highly interactive and 

engaging methodologies define our learning interventions. 

ABOUT C2C-OD

More on what we do here: https://www.c2cod.com/

info@c2cod.comEmail us for any questions: 

Follow us on Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook | Instagram | YouTube
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